ERRATA.

In the paper by S. P. Bhatnagar (these Proceedings (2), 6 (1941), 231-256) in item 10 of the list of References read “ingadozású” instead of “ngadozásu” and read “Fiz.” instead of “Phys.”; in item 23, in the same list read “függyény” instead of “fugvény” and read “sorából” instead of “sorábóle.”

In the paper by H. S. Ruse (this volume 144-152) in equation (1.5) read “$R_{s\beta}$” instead of “$R_{s\beta}$”; in equation (1.10) read “$\epsilon_{s\beta}$” and “$\epsilon_{s\alpha}$” respectively instead of “$\epsilon_{s\beta}$” and “$\epsilon_{s\alpha}$”.

In the paper by C. T. Rajagopal (this volume 162-167) on page 165 line 2 read “$dt_1$” instead of “$dt$”; on page 166 line 2 read “$dt_1$” instead of “$dt$”; and in line 2 of the footnote on page 166 read “(16)” instead of “(15)”.